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Abstract

Multilingual search is indispensable for a seamless e-commerce experience. E-commerce
search engines typically support multilingual search by cascading a machine translation step
before searching the index in its primary language. In practice, search query translation usually
involves a translation memory matching step before machine translation. A translation memory
(TM) can (i) effectively enforce terminologies for specific brands or products 1, (ii) reduce the
computation footprint and latency for synchronous translation and, (iii) fix machine translation
issues that cannot be resolved easily or quickly without retraining/tuning the machine transla-
tion engine in production.2 In this abstract, we will propose (1) a method of improving MT
query translation using such TM entries when the TM entries are only sub-strings of a cus-
tomer search query, and (2) an approach to selecting TM entries using search signals that can
contribute to better search results.

Translation Memory (TM) is usually activated when a run-time query exactly matches
an entry in the memory. We have also observed that many TM entries can partially match a
large percentage of queries at run-time. Therefore, exploiting the placeholder features of mod-
ern industrial machine translation, we propose a method of implementing a sub-string partial
matching feature that enables the NMT models at run-time to recognize the longest TM entry as
sub-string, then use the sub-string TM translation to replace the MT output of that sub-string3.
Partial matching enables one TM entry to impact a larger number of queries, so it is crucial
only to select TM entries that can bring a positive impact to the customers’ shopping expe-
rience. The search results matter from the customer’s perspective and MT query translations
are used as intermediate artifacts for search. We rely on customer purchasing behavior as a
signal for relevance judgments to automatically estimate the search performance (e.g. nDCG)
of MT query translations, and a TM entry is selected if the MT query translation with the TM
sub-string substitution has better search performance than the default MT query translation.

We conduct offline4 and online experiments for the proposed sub-string matching method
with the selected TM subset using the selection approach for Portuguese queries on Amazon.es,
German queries on Amazon.com (US), and Dutch queries on Amazon.de. All three stores have

1Although such issues can be mitigated through terminology constraint mechanism in the machine translation model
Dinu et al. (2019); Post and Vilar (2018); Susanto et al. (2020); Wang et al. (2021); Ailem et al. (2021) the turnover
time to fix the translation would be unacceptable to the users and companies that expect an instant fix.

2Kanavos and Kartsaklis (2010); Caskey and Maskey (2013); Luo et al. (2022); Tan (2022)
3For example, a TM entry rasierwasser in rasierwasser - aftershave (German English) is a sub-string in the query

rasierwasser tabak, we will replace that sub-string with a placeholder before passing to an Neural MT with placehold-
ers, then will use the sub-string TM translation aftershave to replace the MT output of that sub-string, resulting in the
correct full query translation shaving water tobacco

4Search metrics are reported for the offline metrics, see Figures 3,4,5 in appendix



seen increased order product sales and improved user experience.

Appendix

0.1 Translation memory (TM) subset selection using search signal
Figure 1 illustrates our proposed translation memory subset selection approach. For a given
TM entry, we first sample queries in the source language that can partially match to the entry.
We then sample hundreds of thousands of the purchased products associated with each source
query. We will use the top two most frequent source queries for selection: for each source query,
we will first retrieve two sets of search results using the query translations with and without the
TM sub-string substitution; then we will use the purchased products as a proxy to the relevant
products and logarithm of their frequencies as the scaled relevance for the search metrics (e.g.
nDCG) computation of these two sets of search results. The TM entry is selected if the search
metric of the MT query translation with TM sub-string substitution is higher than the nDCG of
default query MT translation for both source queries.

We also observe many brand entries overlap with the common vocabulary of the source
language that usually needs to be translated: For example, take the entry kinder. This word is
both a brand and a common word in German meaning children; when it refers to the brand it is
expected to be preserved in the German-to-English translation. Therefore, if such entries exist
in the TM, we suggest creating a frequent collocation kinder schokolade alone based on the
query log and adding the new entry pair kinder schokolade - kinder chocolate to the translation
memory before the subset selection.

Figure 1: The translation memory entry selection approach

0.2 Sub-string matching
We implement a back-off n-gram matching algorithm that will match the translation memory
entries in the source language to queries as sub-strings: given a query, the query is first converted
into n-grams, then we try to match the n-grams to the entries in the translation memory. We
start the value of n as the number of the tokens in the query and then decrease the value of n
for the n-grams until n = 1 or until we find a match in the memory. This way, we can aim at
finding the longest match.

0.3 Augmenting NMT with placeholders
We augment the neural machine translation (NMT) models with placeholder data during the
training, so the NMT models can translate queries with placeholders and keep those placehold-



ers intact during the translation. Those placeholders are serialized tokens e.g. placeholder 1,
placeholder 2 which are part of the vocabulary used at inference time.

0.4 MT with selected TM subset in production

Figure 2: The method of MT with selected TM entry substitution in production

The MT with the selected TM subset will translate the query as Figure 2.

• STEP 1-2: If there is an entry (or entries) matched to the query as sub-string (s) (e.g.
rasierwasser - aftershave), the matched sub-string in the source query is replaced with a
placeholder. (e.g. [placeholder 1] tabak)

• STEP 3: The query with the placeholder will be passed to the machine translation model.
The machine translation model returns the query translation with placeholder (e.g. [place-
holder 1] tobacco)

• STEP 4: The placeholder will be replaced by the translation from the matched entry (e.g.
aftershave tobacco).

0.5 Off-line Evaluation metrics
Figure 3,4,5 show the offline evaluation metrics for our proposed method of the MT with the
subset TM sub-string substitution and the subset of TM is selected using our proposed selection
approach. Each language pair has 2500 test cases that are not used in the TM subset selection.
Each query in the test cases can partially match a unique entry from the selected TM. All
the search metrics have been scaled from 0-10 to 0-100. Table 1 shows the examples of the
default MT query translation and improved MT query translation with the selected TM entry
substitution.



Figure 3: Offline Evaluation of the default MT query translation versus the MT query translation
with selected subset TM

Figure 4: Offline Evaluation of the default MT query translation versus the MT query translation
with selected subset TM



Figure 5: Offline Evaluation of the default MT query translation versus the MT query translation
with selected subset TM

Query (German) Query Translation (English)
Default MT

Query Translation (English)
MT with selected TM subset

Translation Memory (TM)

happy hippos kinder schokolade happy hippos kids chocolate happy hippos kinder chocolate
kinder schokolade
→ kinder chocolate

uhren herren patek philippe watches for men patek philip watches for men luxury patek philippe
patek philippe

→ patek philippe

haus laboratories lippenstift house laboratories lip stick haus laboratories lip stick
haus laboratories

→ haus laboratories

game of thrones staffel 8 game of thrones relay 8 game of thrones series 8
game of thrones staffel

→ game of thrones series

rasierwasser tabak shaving water tobacco aftershave tobacco
rasierwasser
→ aftershave

morgenmantel damen japanisch morning coat women japanese dressing gown womens japanese
morgenmantel damen

→ dressing gown womens

leinwände set linen set canvases set
leinwände
→ canvases

würfelbecher leder cube cup leader dice cup leather
würfelbecher
→ dice cup

Table 1: Examples of MT query translation with and without selected translation memory subset
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